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The most difficult computational problems nowadays are those of higher
dimensions. This research monograph offers an introduction to tensor numerical
methods designed for the solution of the multidimensional problems in scientific
computing. These methods are based on the rank-structured approximation of
multivariate functions and operators by using the appropriate tensor formats. The
old and new rank-structured tensor formats are investigated. We discuss in detail
the novel quantized tensor approximation method (QTT) which provides functionoperator calculus in higher dimensions in logarithmic complexity rendering superfast convolution, FFT and wavelet transforms. This book suggests the
constructive recipes and computational schemes for a number of real life
problems described by the multidimensional partial differential equations. We
present the theory and algorithms for the sinc-based separable approximation of
the analytic radial basis functions including Green’s and Helmholtz kernels. The
efficient tensor-based techniques for computational problems in electronic
structure calculations and for the grid-based evaluation of long-range interaction
potentials in multi-particle systems are considered. We also discuss the QTT
numerical approach in many-particle dynamics, tensor techniques for
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stochastic/parametric PDEs as well as for the solution and homogenization of the
elliptic equations with highly-oscillating coefficients. Contents Theory on
separable approximation of multivariate functions Multilinear algebra and
nonlinear tensor approximation Superfast computations via quantized tensor
approximation Tensor approach to multidimensional integrodifferential equations
Gives greater rigor to numerical treatments of stochastic models. Contains Monte
Carlo and quasi-Monte Carlo techniques, simulation of major stochastic
procedures, deterministic methods adapted to Markovian problems and special
problems related to stochastic integral and differential equations. Simulation
methods are given throughout the text as well as numerous exercises.
Computation of Unsteady Internal Flows provides an in-depth understanding of
unsteady flow modeling and algorithms. This understanding enables suitable
algorithms and approaches for particular fields of application to be selected. In
addition, the understanding of the behavior of algorithms gained allows
practitioners to use them more safely in existing codes, enabling meaningful
results to be produced more economically. Features of Computation of Unsteady
Internal Flows: Specialized unsteady flow modeling algorithms, their traits, and
practical tips relating to their use are presented. Case studies considering
complex, practically significant problems are given. Source code and set-up files
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are included. Intended to be of a tutorial nature, these enable the reader to
reproduce and extend case studies and to further explore algorithm
performances. Mathematical derivations are used in a fashion that illuminates
understanding of the physical implications of different numerical schemes.
Physically intuitive mathematical concepts are used. New material on adaptive
time stepping is included. £/LIST£ Audience: Researchers in both the academic
and industrial areas who wish to gain in-depth knowledge of unsteady flow
modeling will find Computation of Unsteady Internal Flows invaluable. It can also
be used as a text in courses centered on computational fluid dynamics.
This text features 105 papers dealing with the fundamentals and the applications
of poromechanics from the Biot conference of 1998, held in Louvain-la-Neuve.
Topics include: wave propogation; numerical modelling; identification of
poromechanical parameters; and constitutive modelling.
This Ebook is designed for science and engineering students taking a course in
numerical methods of differential equations. Most of the material in this Ebook
has its origin based on lecture courses given to advanced and early postgraduate
students. This
Most of the fundamental concepts of unsteady viscous flows have been known
since the early part of the century. However, the past decade has seen an
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unprecedented number of publications in this area. In this monograph I try to
connect materials of earlier contributions and synthesize them into a
comprehensive entity. One of the main purposes of a monograph, in my opinion,
is to fit together in a comprehensive way scattered contributions that provide
fragmented information to the readers. The collection of such contributions
should be presented in a unified way; continuity of thought and logical sequence
of the presentation of ideas and methods are essential. The reader should be
able to follow through without having to resort to other references, something that
is unavoidable in the case of a research paper or even a review paper. Many of
the solutions discussed in the literature address specific practical problems. In
fact, in the process of collecting information, I discovered independent lines of
investigations, dealing with the same physical problem, but inspired by different
practical applications. For example, I found that two groups of investigators have
been studying independently the response of a viscous layer to a harmonic
external disturbance. One group is con cerned with mass transport and the
transport of sediment over the bottom of the ocean, and the other is interested in
the aerodynamics of lifting surfaces in harmonically changing environments.
Navier-Stokes Equations: Theory and Numerical Analysis focuses on the
processes, methodologies, principles, and approaches involved in Navier-Stokes
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equations, computational fluid dynamics (CFD), and mathematical analysis to
which CFD is grounded. The publication first takes a look at steady-state Stokes
equations and steady-state Navier-Stokes equations. Topics include bifurcation
theory and non-uniqueness results, discrete inequalities and compactness
theorems, existence and uniqueness theorems, discretization of Stokes
equations, existence and uniqueness for the Stokes equations, and function
spaces. The text then examines the evolution of Navier-Stokes equations,
including linear case, compactness theorems, alternate proof of existence by
semi-discretization, and discretization of the Navier-Stokes equations. The book
ponders on the approximation of the Navier-Stokes equations by the projection
and compressibility methods; properties of the curl operator and application to
the steady-state Navier-Stokes equations; and implementation of non-conforming
linear finite elements. The publication is a valuable reference for researchers
interested in the theory and numerical analysis of Navier-Stokes equations.
These are the proceedings of the international conference on "Nonlinear
numerical methods and Rational approximation II" organised by Annie Cuyt at the
University of Antwerp (Belgium), 05-11 September 1993. It was held for the third
time in Antwerp at the conference center of UIA, after successful meetings in
1979 and 1987 and an almost yearly tradition since the early 70's. The following
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figures illustrate the growing number of participants and their geographical
dissemination. In 1993 the Belgian scientific committee consisted of A. Bultheel
(Leuven), A. Cuyt (Antwerp), J. Meinguet (Louvain-Ia-Neuve) and J.-P. Thiran
(Namur). The conference focused on the use of rational functions in different
fields of Numer ical Analysis. The invited speakers discussed "Orthogonal
polynomials" (D. S. Lu binsky), "Rational interpolation" (M. Gutknecht), "Rational
approximation" (E. B. Saff) , "Pade approximation" (A. Gonchar) and "Continued
fractions" (W. B. Jones). In contributed talks multivariate and multidimensional
problems, applications and implementations of each main topic were considered.
To each of the five main topics a separate conference day was devoted and a
separate proceedings chapter compiled accordingly. In this way the proceedings
reflect the organisation of the talks at the conference. Nonlinear numerical
methods and rational approximation may be a nar row field for the outside world,
but it provides a vast playground for the chosen ones. It can fascinate specialists
from Moscow to South-Africa, from Boulder in Colorado and from sunny Florida
to Zurich in Switzerland.
The advent of high-speed computers has made it possible for the first time to calculate
values from models accurately and rapidly. Researchers and engineers thus have a
crucial means of using numerical results to modify and adapt arguments and
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experiments along the way. Every facet of technical and industrial activity has been
affected by these developments. The objective of the present work is to compile the
mathematical knowledge required by researchers in mechanics, physics, engineering,
chemistry and other branches of application of mathematics for the theoretical and
numerical resolution of physical models on computers. Since the publication in 1924 of
the "Methoden der mathematischen Physik" by Courant and Hilbert, there has been no
other comprehensive and up-to-date publication presenting the mathematical tools
needed in applications of mathematics in directly implementable form.
In this monograph the authors present Newton-type, Newton-like and other numerical
methods, which involve fractional derivatives and fractional integral operators, for the
first time studied in the literature. All for the purpose to solve numerically equations
whose associated functions can be also non-differentiable in the ordinary sense. That is
among others extending the classical Newton method theory which requires usual
differentiability of function. Chapters are self-contained and can be read independently
and several advanced courses can be taught out of this book. An extensive list of
references is given per chapter. The book’s results are expected to find applications in
many areas of applied mathematics, stochastics, computer science and engineering.
As such this monograph is suitable for researchers, graduate students, and seminars of
the above subjects, also to be in all science and engineering libraries.
Synopsis The aim of this book is to provide a simple and useful introduction for the
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fresh students into the vast field of numerical analysis. Like any other introductory
course on numerical analysis, this book contains the basic theory, which in the present
text refers to the following topics: linear equations, nonlinear equations, eigensystems,
interpolation, approximation of functions, numerical differentiation and integration,
stochastics, ordinary differential equations and partial differential equations. Because
the students need to quickly understand why the numerical methods correctly work, the
proofs of theorems were shorted as possible, insisting more on ideas than on a lot of
algebra manipulation. The included examples are presented with a minimum of
complications, emphasizing the steps of the algorithms. The numerical methods
described in this book are illustrated by computer programs written in C. Our goal was
to develop very simple programs which are easily to read and understand by students.
Also, the programs should run without modification on any compiler that implements the
ANSI C standard. Because our intention was to easily produce screen input-output
(using, scanf and printf), in case of WINDOWS visual programming environments, like
Visual C++ (Microsoft) and Borland C++ Builder, the project should be consoleapplication. This will be not a problem for DOS and LINUX compilers. If this material is
used as a teaching aid in a class, I would appreciate if under such circumstances, the
instructor of such a class would send me a note at the address below informing me if
the material is useful. Also, I would appreciate any suggestions or constructive criticism
regarding the content of these lecture notes.
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The purpose of this volume is to present the principles of the Augmented Lagrangian
Method, together with numerous applications of this method to the numerical solution of
boundary-value problems for partial differential equations or inequalities arising in
Mathematical Physics, in the Mechanics of Continuous Media and in the Engineering
Sciences.
This volume contains the lecture notes of the Short Course on Numerical Methods for
Hyperbolic Equations (Faculty of Mathematics, University of Santiago de Compostela,
Spain, 2-4 July 2011). The course was organized in recognition of Prof. Eleuterio
Toro‘s contribution to education and training on numerical methods for partial
differential equation
This is a complete and concise introduction to classical topics in the numerical solution
of ordinary differential equations (ODEs). The text contains many up-to-date references
to both analytical and numerical ODE literature while offering new unifying views on
different problem classes.
The present collection of four lecture notes is the very first contribution of this type in
the field of sparse recovery. Compressed sensing is one of the important facets of the
broader concept presented in the book, which by now has made connections with other
branches such as mathematical imaging, inverse problems, numerical analysis and
simulation. This unique collection will be of value for a broad community and may serve
as a textbook for graduate courses.
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These notes developed from a course on the numerical solution of conservation laws
first taught at the University of Washington in the fall of 1988 and then at ETH during
the following spring. The overall emphasis is on studying the mathematical tools that
are essential in de veloping, analyzing, and successfully using numerical methods for
nonlinear systems of conservation laws, particularly for problems involving shock
waves. A reasonable un derstanding of the mathematical structure of these equations
and their solutions is first required, and Part I of these notes deals with this theory. Part
II deals more directly with numerical methods, again with the emphasis on general tools
that are of broad use. I have stressed the underlying ideas used in various classes of
methods rather than present ing the most sophisticated methods in great detail. My aim
was to provide a sufficient background that students could then approach the current
research literature with the necessary tools and understanding. Without the wonders of
TeX and LaTeX, these notes would never have been put together. The professionallooking results perhaps obscure the fact that these are indeed lecture notes. Some
sections have been reworked several times by now, but others are still preliminary. I
can only hope that the errors are. not too blatant. Moreover, the breadth and depth of
coverage was limited by the length of these courses, and some parts are rather
sketchy.

This book provides a summary of recent research on the computational aspects
of fluid dynamics. It includes contributions from many distinguished
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mathematicians and engineers. The main themes of the book are algorithms and
algorithmic needs arising from applications, Navier-Stokes on flexible grids, and
environmental computational fluid dynamics.
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-proceedings of NMA 2006
held in Borovets, Bulgaria. Coverage in the 84 revised full papers includes
numerical methods for hyperbolic problems, robust preconditioning solution
methods, metaheuristics for optimization problems, uncertain/control systems
and reliable numerics, interpolation and quadrature processes, and large-scale
computations in environmental modeling.
As with Numerical Recipes in C, the FORTRAN edition has been greatly revised
to make this edition the most up to date handbook for those working with
FORTRAN. Between both editions of Numerical Recipes, over 300,000 copies
have been sold.
Lecture Notes in Numerical Methods of Differential EquationsBentham Science
Publishers
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS WITH THE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD Linear
Statics Volume 1 : The Basis and Solids Eugenio Oñate The two volumes of this
book cover most of the theoretical and computational aspects of the linear static
analysis of structures with the Finite Element Method (FEM). The content of the
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book is based on the lecture notes of a basic course on Structural Analysis with
the FEM taught by the author at the Technical University of Catalonia (UPC) in
Barcelona, Spain for the last 30 years. Volume1 presents the basis of the FEM
for structural analysis and a detailed description of the finite element formulation
for axially loaded bars, plane elasticity problems, axisymmetric solids and general
three dimensional solids. Each chapter describes the background theory for each
structural model considered, details of the finite element formulation and
guidelines for the application to structural engineering problems. The book
includes a chapter on miscellaneous topics such as treatment of inclined
supports, elastic foundations, stress smoothing, error estimation and adaptive
mesh refinement techniques, among others. The text concludes with a chapter
on the mesh generation and visualization of FEM results. The book will be useful
for students approaching the finite element analysis of structures for the first time,
as well as for practising engineers interested in the details of the formulation and
performance of the different finite elements for practical structural analysis.
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS WITH THE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD Linear
Statics Volume 2: Beams, Plates and Shells Eugenio Oñate The two volumes of
this book cover most of the theoretical and computational aspects of the linear
static analysis of structures with the Finite Element Method (FEM).The content of
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the book is based on the lecture notes of a basic course on Structural Analysis
with the FEM taught by the author at the Technical University of Catalonia (UPC)
in Barcelona, Spain for the last 30 years. Volume 2 presents a detailed
description of the finite element formulation for analysis of slender and thick
beams, thin and thick plates, folded plate structures, axisymmetric shells, general
curved shells, prismatic structures and three dimensional beams. Each chapter
describes the background theory for each structural model considered, details of
the finite element formulation and guidelines for the application to structural
engineering problems Emphasis is put on the treatment of structures with layered
composite materials. The book will be useful for students approaching the finite
element analysis of beam, plate and shell structures for the first time, as well as
for practising engineers interested in the details of the formulation and
performance of the different finite elements for practical structural analysis.
These notes were developed for a graduate-level course on the theory and
numerical solution of nonlinear hyperbolic systems of conservation laws. Part I
deals with the basic mathematical theory of the equations: the notion of weak
solutions, entropy conditions, and a detailed description of the wave structure of
solutions to the Riemann problem. The emphasis is on tools and techniques that
are indispensable in developing good numerical methods for discontinuous
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solutions. Part II is devoted to the development of high resolution shock-capturing
methods, including the theory of total variation diminishing (TVD) methods and
the use of limiter functions. The book is intended for a wide audience, and will be
of use both to numerical analysts and to computational researchers in a variety of
applications.
Recent Advances in Numerical Methods features contributions from distinguished
researchers, focused on significant aspects of current numerical methods and
computational mathematics. The increasing necessity to present new
computational methods that can solve complex scientific and engineering
problems requires the preparation of this volume with actual new results and
innovative methods that provide numerical solutions in effective computing times.
Each chapter will present new and advanced methods and modern variations on
known techniques that can solve difficult scientific problems efficiently.
This book presents the description of the state of modern iterative techniques
together with systematic analysis. The first chapters discuss the classical
methods. Comprehensive chapters are devoted to semi-iterative techniques
(Chebyshev methods), transformations, incomplete decompositions, gradient and
conjugate gradient methods, multi-grid methods and domain decomposition
techniques (including e.g. the additive and multiplicative Schwartz method). In
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contrast to other books all techniques are described algebraically. For instance,
for the domain decomposition method this is a new but helpful approach. Every
technique described is illustrated by a Pascal program applicable to a class of
model problem.
The purpose of this two-volume textbook is to provide students of engineer ing,
science and applied mathematics with the specific techniques, and the
framework to develop skill in using them, that have proven effective in the various
branches of computational fluid dynamics (CFD). Volume 1 de scribes both
fundamental and general techniques that are relevant to all branches of fluid flow.
Volume 2 provides specific techniques, applicable to the different categories of
engineering flow behaviour, many of which are also appropriate to convective
heat transfer. An underlying theme of the text ist that the competing formulations
which are suitable for computational fluid dynamics, e.g. the finite differ ence,
finite element, finite volume and spectral methods, are closely related and can be
interpreted as part of a unified structure. Classroom experience indicates that this
approach assists, considerably, the student in acquiring a deeper understanding
of the strengths and weaknesses of the alternative computational methods.
Through the provision of 24 computer programs and associated exam ples and
problems, the present text is also suitable for established research workers and
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practitioners who wish to acquire computational skills without the benefit of formal
instruction. The text includes the most up-to-date techniques and is supported by
more than 300 figures and 500 references.
Multi-grid methods are the most efficient tools for solving elliptic boundary value
problems. The reader finds here an elementary introduction to multi-grid
algorithms as well as a comprehensive convergence analysis. One section
describes special applications (convection-diffusion equations, singular
perturbation problems, eigenvalue problems, etc.). The book also contains a
complete presentation of the multi-grid method of the second kind, which has
important applications to integral equations (e.g. the "panel method") and to
numerous other problems. Readers with a practical interest in multi-grid methods
will benefit from this book as well as readers with a more theoretical interest.
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-proceedings of the 5th
International Conference on Numerical Methods and Applications, NMA 2002,
held in Borovets, Bulgaria, in August 2002. The 58 revised full papers presented
together with 6 invited papers were carefully selected from numerous
submissions during two rounds of reviewing and improvement. In accordance
with various mini-symposia, the papers are organized in topical sections on
Monte Carlo and Quasi-Monte Carlo methods, robust iterative solution methods
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and applications, control and uncertainty systems, numerical methods for sensor
data processing, as well as in a section comprising various other methods, tools,
and applications.
Multiscale problems naturally pose severe challenges for computational science
and engineering. The smaller scales must be well resolved over the range of the
larger scales. Challenging multiscale problems are very common and are found
in e.g. materials science, fluid mechanics, electrical and mechanical engineering.
Homogenization, subgrid modelling, heterogeneous multiscale methods,
multigrid, multipole, and adaptive algorithms are examples of methods to tackle
these problems. This volume is an overview of current mathematical and
computational methods for problems with multiple scales with applications in
chemistry, physics and engineering.
Numerical Methods for Hyperbolic Equations is a collection of 49 articles
presented at the International Conference on Numerical Methods for Hyperbolic
Equations: Theory and Applications (Santiago de Compostela, Spain, 4-8 July
2011). The conference was organized to honour Professor Eleuterio Toro in the
month of his 65th birthday. The topics covered include: • Recent advances in the
numerical computation of environmental conservation laws with source terms •
Multiphase flow and porous media • Numerical methods in astrophysics •
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Seismology and geophysics modelling • High order methods for hyperbolic
conservation laws • Numerical methods for reactive flows • Finite volume and
discontinous Galerkin schemes for stiff source term problems • Methods and
models for biomedical problems • Numerical methods for reactive flows The
research interest of Eleuterio Toro, born in Chile on 16th July 1946, is reflected in
Numerical Methods for Hyperbolic Equations, and focuses on: numerical
methods for partial differential equations, with particular emphasis on methods for
hyperbolic equations; design and application of new algorithms; hyperbolic partial
differential equations as mathematical models of various types of processes;
mathematical modelling and simulation of physico/chemical processes that
include wave propagation phenomena; modelling of multiphase flows; application
of models and methods to real problems. Eleuterio Toro received several
honours and distinctions, including the honorary title OBE from Queen Elizabeth
II (Buckingham Palace, London 2000); Distinguished Citizen of the City of
Carahue (Chile, 2001); Life Fellow, Claire Hall, University of Cambridge (UK,
2003); Fellow of the Indian Society for Shock Wave Research (Bangalore, 2005);
Doctor Honoris Causa (Universidad de Santiago de Chile, 2008); William Penney
Fellow, University of Cambridge (UK, 2010); Doctor Honoris Causa (Universidad
de la Frontera, Chile, 2012). Professor Toro is author of two books, editor of two
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books and author of more than 260 research works. In the last ten years he has
been invited and keynote speaker in more than 100 scientific events. Professor
Toro has held many visiting appointments round the world, which include several
European countries, Japan, China and USA.
This book concerns the numerical simulation of dynamical systems whose trajecries may not be differentiable everywhere. They are named nonsmooth
dynamical systems. They make an important class of systems, rst because of the
many app- cations in which nonsmooth models are useful, secondly because
they give rise to new problems in various elds of science. Usually nonsmooth
dynamical systems are represented as differential inclusions, complementarity
systems, evolution va- ational inequalities, each of these classes itself being split
into several subclasses. The book is divided into four parts, the rst three parts
being sketched in Fig. 0. 1. The aim of the rst part is to present the main tools
from mechanics and applied mathematics which are necessary to understand
how nonsmooth dynamical systems may be numerically simulated in a reliable
way. Many examples illustrate the th- retical results, and an emphasis is put on
mechanical systems, as well as on electrical circuits (the so-called Filippov’s
systems are also examined in some detail, due to their importance in control
applications). The second and third parts are dedicated to a detailed presentation
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of the numerical schemes. A fourth part is devoted to the presentation of the
software platform Siconos. This book is not a textbook on - merical analysis of
nonsmooth systems, in the sense that despite the main results of numerical
analysis (convergence, order of consistency, etc. ) being presented, their proofs
are not provided.
This book provides an extensive introduction to numerical computing from the
viewpoint of backward error analysis. The intended audience includes students
and researchers in science, engineering and mathematics. The approach taken
is somewhat informal owing to the wide variety of backgrounds of the readers,
but the central ideas of backward error and sensitivity (conditioning) are
systematically emphasized. The book is divided into four parts: Part I provides
the background preliminaries including floating-point arithmetic, polynomials and
computer evaluation of functions; Part II covers numerical linear algebra; Part III
covers interpolation, the FFT and quadrature; and Part IV covers numerical
solutions of differential equations including initial-value problems, boundary-value
problems, delay differential equations and a brief chapter on partial differential
equations. The book contains detailed illustrations, chapter summaries and a
variety of exercises as well some Matlab codes provided online as
supplementary material. “I really like the focus on backward error analysis and
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condition. This is novel in a textbook and a practical approach that will bring
welcome attention." Lawrence F. Shampine A Graduate Introduction to Numerical
Methods and Backward Error Analysis” has been selected by Computing
Reviews as a notable book in computing in 2013. Computing Reviews Best of
2013 list consists of book and article nominations from reviewers, CR category
editors, the editors-in-chief of journals, and others in the computing community.
This multi-volume handbook is the most up-to-date and comprehensive reference
work in the field of fractional calculus and its numerous applications. This third
volume collects authoritative chapters covering several numerical aspects of
fractional calculus, including time and space fractional derivatives, finite
differences and finite elements, and spectral, meshless, and particle methods.
Here is an introduction to numerical methods for partial differential equations with
particular reference to those that are of importance in fluid dynamics. The author
gives a thorough and rigorous treatment of the techniques, beginning with the
classical methods and leading to a discussion of modern developments. For
easier reading and use, many of the purely technical results and theorems are
given separately from the main body of the text. The presentation is intended for
graduate students in applied mathematics, engineering and physical sciences
who have a basic knowledge of partial differential equations.
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NUMGE 2018 is the ninth in a series of conferences on Numerical Methods in
Geotechnical Engineering organized by the ERTC7 under the auspices of the
International Society for Soil Mechanics and Geotechnical Engineering
(ISSMGE). The first conference was held in 1986 in Stuttgart, Germany and the
series continued every four years (1990 Santander, Spain; 1994 Manchester,
United Kingdom; 1998 Udine, Italy; 2002 Paris, France; 2006 Graz, Austria; 2010
Trondheim, Norway; 2014 Delft, The Netherlands). The conference provides a
forum for exchange of ideas and discussion on topics related to numerical
modelling in geotechnical engineering. Both senior and young researchers, as
well as scientists and engineers from Europe and overseas, are invited to attend
this conference to share and exchange their knowledge and experiences. This
work is the first volume of NUMGE 2018.
This book describes the mathematical background and reviews the techniques
for solving problems, including those that require large computations such as
transonic flows for compressible fluids and the Navier-Stokes equations for
incompressible viscous fluids. Finite element approximations and non-linear
relaxation, and nonlinear least square methods are all covered in detail, as are
many applications. This volume is a classic in a long-awaited softcover re-edition.
This book presents the latest numerical solutions to initial value problems and
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boundary value problems described by ODEs and PDEs. The author offers
practical methods that can be adapted to solve wide ranges of problems and
illustrates them in the increasingly popular open source computer language R,
allowing integration with more statistically based methods. The book begins with
standard techniques, followed by an overview of 'high resolution' flux limiters and
WENO to solve problems with solutions exhibiting high gradient phenomena.
Meshless methods using radial basis functions are then discussed in the context
of scattered data interpolation and the solution of PDEs on irregular grids. Three
detailed case studies demonstrate how numerical methods can be used to tackle
very different complex problems. With its focus on practical solutions to realworld problems, this book will be useful to students and practitioners in all areas
of science and engineering, especially those using R.
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